MISKATONIC UNIVERSITY “DYER-LAKE” EXPEDITION
MEMBER SUMMARY

Professors

Atwood  Physicist, meteorologist. Lake’s camp. Dead.
Lake    Biologist. Expedition co-leader. Lake’s camp. Dead.
Pabodie Geologist, mining engineer. Assisted in Lake’s camp rescue. Currently teaching at Miskatonic University.

Graduate Students

Brennan   Physicist. Lake’s camp. Dead.
Daniels   Biologist, pilot. Lake’s camp. Dead.
Moulton   Geologist, paleontologist, radio operator, pilot. Lake’s camp. Dead.

Mechanics

Boudreau  Lake’s camp. Dead.
Fowler    Lake’s camp. Dead.
McTighe   Base radio operator, pilot. Dyer’s camp. Member of rescue party to Lake’s camp. Recorded most important transcripts. Transferred to Kingsport Head Radio Station.
Mills     Lake’s camp. Dead.
Orrendorf Lake’s camp. Dead.
Watkins   Lake’s camp. Dead.
Williamson Lake’s camp rescue. Whereabouts unknown.
Wylie     Lake’s camp rescue. Whereabouts unknown.